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Closer You Are
"From the editors of Computer Videomaker Magazine
comes this new and fully updated edition of the book
that takes the novice, step-by-step, through the
elements necessary to produce quality digital video.
The Digital Videomaker Guide to Digital Video and
DVD Production, Third Edition, provides information
on all the latest tools and techniques necessary to
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help you shoot and edit digital video and produce
DVD's like the pros." "Whether you are a novice
looking to learn the basics, or a professional looking
for a handy on-set reference, Videomaker Guide to
Digital Video and DVD Production can help you make
better, more exciting digital video."--

This Is My Story
Every Sunday evening, millions of viewers tune in to
60 Minutes to hear Andy Rooney riff on everything
from coffee percolators to the state of the union.
Millions more read his weekly newspaper column.
Why? Because Rooney tells it like it is. But Rooney
fans have never seen him quite like this. Andy Rooney
is plain frustrated by what's going on in America and
the world. Why can't Americans—let alone our
president—speak English anymore? How do we
expect to fight a terrorist enemy that we can't even
locate? And when did capitalism go so terribly wrong?
This book isn't all heady stuff, though. Readers will
also get the familiar—and hysterical—Rooney gripes
about everyday foibles, such as the impossibility of
physically locating your driver's registration, of
purchasing a genuinely healthy breakfast cereal, or of
enjoying a college reunion—unless everyone ends up
in their nighties, that is. PublicAffairs is pleased to
present its fifth collaboration with Andy Rooney. Loyal
Rooney fans and anyone who enjoys a good laugh at
life's absurdities will be thrilled to add it to the
bookshelf during the holidays.

Dad, I Want to Hear Your Story
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Rebel
News Photographer
SFX: Ker-flush That's the sound of my career going
down the toilet. Three months ago, I was the
freelance reporter to call for full-color images of an
international crisis. Now? I'm stationed at the far edge
of the Chicago flyover as a disappointing mother-sub
to my eight-year-old niece and the babysitter for a
newsroom College Boy. Camera still: a man in Amish
clothing hanging from a tree. Dead. One photo of the
lifeless man was all I needed to see—there's more to
this story than anyone wants to admit. Especially
Sheriff Jack Curzon, with his death-ray eyes watching
my every move. I have a feeling that man wants more
than my cooperation. Quick-cut, pan, tilt and—run.
Someone is hiding, just out of sight. And I'll do
whatever it takes to protect my new family. Seeing
the truth can be dangerous when evil is In Plain View.
94,000 words

Humble Journey
Pascagoula - The Closest Encounter - My StoryBy
Calvin ParkerForeword by Philip Mantle(FULL COLOUR
EDITION)On October 11th, 1973 nineteen year old
Calvin Parker and his friend forty two year old Charles
Hickson were spending a frustrating evening fishing
on the Pascagoula River in Mississippi. Both men
loved to fish but tonight's fishing trip would turn out
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to be one they would never forget. In the early
evening both men were startled when a strange craft
descended and hovered a few feet above the ground
and just a few yards from their location. Before they
had any chance to run an opening appeared in this
craft and out 'floated' three humanoid creatures. Both
men were absolutely terrified when these creatures
grabbed them and took them aboard the craft. On the
craft both men were subjected to an examination and
at one point they were so terrified as they believed
they were about to die. Minutes later both Calvin
Parker and Charles Hickson were deposited back on
the riverbank and the craft departed. Taking off in
their car the two terrified witnesses eventually
located a public telephone box and phoned the local
sheriff. A short time later they were being interviewed
at their local sheriff's office. These two disorientated
witnesses told their story of their close encounter and
abduction by these strange creatures. The next day
all hell was let loose as the press descended on this
unsuspecting Mississippi town. Calvin Parker,
seriously disturbed by these events, has largely
remained in the background without ever detailing
the full account of what happened that night, how it
affected him and his life, and other close encounters
he has experienced down the years. Now, for the first
time, Calvin Parker tells his story in full. This book,
Pascagoula - The Closest Encounter, tells the story of
one of the classic close encounters currently on
record. This book features for the first time the full
transcript of Calvin Parker's hypnotic regression
session with the late Budd Hopkins, one of the world's
foremost researchers of this phenomena. The
manuscript is also packed full of documents,
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newspaper cuttings and photographs old and new.
This is the full colour edition and a black and white
version is also available.

Educational Screen & Audio-visual Guide
Contends that America is losing the war on terror and
what needs to be done in order to find Osama bin
Laden and defeat al-Qaeda, tracing the origins and
growth of terrorism throughout the past few decades
while drawing on recent findings to identify bin
Laden's whereabouts. 25,000 first printing.

Out of My Mind
Two strangers, one city, four days, one night, one lie
and a fantastic journey. ‘When We Clicked’ is my
twisted love story. I am Akhil Parlekar, a Mumbaikar in
my early twenties. Like every other Mumbaikar I love
my city, consider Sachin Tendulkar a God fantasize
about Katrina Kaif, but I am about to die. Before I was
dying, I lived my life in four days, when we clicked. It
was love at first sight for me, but not for her. I spent
the four days with her wandering in the city, thinking
that she would fall in love with me, but the night that
followed the fourth day, changed everything. This
journey is about emotions like humour, lust, hatred,
betrayal, heroism, friendship and the biggest emotion
of them all; love. I am letting you in my heart as well
as my brain, you be the judge if this is a love story or
not. `You are the protagonist of your life’s story, the
central character around which all the other
characters and incidents occur. When the protagonist
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of your story changes to someone else, you are in
love. That person becomes the central character of
your story and everything else revolves around the
person you love.’

Creating Character: Bringing Your Story
to Life
Stop Motion Filmmaking
Rafa
All fiction is character-driven, according to William
Bernhardt, despite what you might have heard
elsewhere. If your characters don’t interest readers,
even the most exciting plots will fail. “Action is
character,” Aristotle wrote, but what does that mean,
and how can you use that fundamental principle to
create dynamic fiction that will captivate readers?
This book explains the relationship between character
and plot, and how the perfect melding of the two
produces a mesmerizing story. Using examples
spanning from The Odyssey to The Da Vinci Code,
Bernhardt discusses the art of character creation in a
direct and easily comprehended manner. The book
also includes exercises designed to help writers apply
these ideas to their own work. William Bernhardt is
the author of more than fifty novels, including the
blockbuster Ben Kincaid series of legal thrillers.
Bernhardt is also one of the most sought-after writing
instructors in the nation. His programs have educated
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many authors now published by major houses. He is
the only person to have received the Southern Writers
Gold Medal Award, the Royden B. Davis Distinguished
Author Award (U Penn) and the H. Louise Cobb
Distinguished Author Award (OSU), which is given "in
recognition of an outstanding body of work that has
profoundly influenced the way in which we
understand ourselves and American society at large."
The Red Sneaker Writing Center is dedicated to
helping writers achieve their literary goals. What is a
red sneaker writer? A committed writer seeking useful
instruction and guidance rather than obfuscation and
attitude. Red sneakers get the job done, and so do
red sneaker writers, by paying close attention to their
art and craft, committing to hard work, and never
quitting. Are you a red sneaker writer? If so, this book
is for you.

Words on Cassette 2002
Harriet Rose, 26, is an American photographer just
winning recognition for her work. A travel fellowship
brings her to visit her best friend and former
roommate, Anne Gordon, in Switzerland. In an
ongoing letter to her boyfriend, Harriet reports on
strange developments in Anne's life, most notably her
affair with a much older married man, which seems to
be leading to a disastrous conclusion. Before she can
rescue Anne, events take a series of unexpected
turns, and Harriet must reexamine her own life and
past, and come to terms with the difficulties and
possibilities of human relationships. Already
excerpted in The New Yorker, Katharine Weber's witty
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first novel of attraction and deception, a tale with the
sensibility of a Margaret Atwood, pulses with cultural
references and word games that echo Nabokov.

Nonfiction Sound and Story for Film and
Video
"A memoir of Nadia Murad's time as a captive of the
Islamic State, her escape, and her human rights
activism"--

Hunting Bin Laden
Turtle Island
The Closer
Sixteen-year-old Max and 10-year-old Tessa were fully
prepared for another horrible summer vacation. While
they always hoped to go somewhere fun like Disney
World or Universal Studios, they usually went
somewhere weird and cheap that their father, former
boy bander Don Masters, found in an ad in a truck
stop coupon magazine. But this year was different.
Where they went couldn't be found on any map or in
any truck stop coupon book. They passed through a
portal to a place called Turtle Island, an alternate
version of America that diverged from our history
before the pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. It was
there where they met world famous action movie star
Jordie Paine -- star of such films as I Plan to Kill You
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Now and the sequel, I Plan to Kill You Now, Too, the
ninja film, Chuck Butcher: Sword Wielding Jackal, as
well as the light-hearted romp, Harry Hinklehoffer and
the Giant Dancing Toad of East Nebraska -- who would
be their guide in this strange new world. Jordie, they
later learned, brought the Masters family to Turtle
Island for a very specific reason. Because they look
just like the ruthless first family of Turtle Island, the
Masters are pawns in a coup to overthrow the
dictator. But things don't go as planned and the
Masters wind up in the Survival Games, Turtle Island's
national pastime/system of justice where criminals
competitors, or crimpetitors, compete for their
freedom. In this scifi comedy, the stakes are very
simple -- if they win, they rule, if they lose, they must
suffer the consequences.

Stereophile
The Closer’s Survival Guide is perfect for sales people,
negotiators, deal makers and mediators but also
critically important for dreamers, investors, inventors,
buyers, brokers, entrepreneurs, bankers, CEO’s,
politicians and anyone who wants to close others on
the way they think and get what they want in life.
Show me any highly successful person, and I will show
you someone who has big dreams and who knows
how to close! The end game is the close.

In Plain View
R. A. Dickey was the first knuckleball pitcher to ever
win a coveted Cy Young Award--despite spending
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most of his career in the minor leagues. Terry
Landers, also a knuckleballer, is Dickeys fictional
counterpart in The Closer. The main difference, aside
from winning the Cy Young, is that at age thirty-three,
Terry has never played in the majors. Once he finally
gets his chance, what follows is the heartwarming
story of his impact both on the pitching mound and
with a family in distress.

A Closer Look at Silicon - Chemistry Book
for Elementary | Children's Chemistry
Books
Once I realized that each moment in real life is more
dramatic than any novel or screenplay ever written, I
finally realized that reality was worth engaging. So
often we wonder if anyone notices the lives we lead,
but I believe God travels great distances to gather
angels who long to see our stories unfold. He is like a
director or writer who wants to show off His cast and
characters.God, scripture, and truth stand firm, yet
our stories and theology influence one another. What
do you believe about God, Christ, and our identity as
Christians? What are your thoughts on communion,
worship, baptism, and heaven? What does God say
about our struggle with Him and the emotions we
carry inside us? What is the role of the church and the
need we have for outside support? And finally, what
are the true definitions of repentance and
sanctification within the context of a grace-based
theology? In your hands, you hold the intersection of
my story and my theology. You hold my "Storiology".
May it point you to God, igniting a desire to find Him
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in the middle of your own dramatic, valuable story.
Even angels long to look into these things. - 1 Peter
1:12Endorsements:* Bob Blincoe, Ph.D. U.S. Director
of Frontiers* Annette Schuster, MA. Director of Kids
Need to Know * Bob Krepps. Consultant with New
Missions Systems International* Louise Sedgwick.
Adult Pastor at Open Door Fellowship* Darrell Bacher.
Executive Director of Aim Right Ministries* Sara Kate
Dunham. Wife and social worker

Eon's Door
A detailed guide to digital filmmaking technology
takes readers through the entire process, from preproduction through editing to distribution, discussing
the benefits of digital video, especially for
independent filmmakers, and covers the technical
specifics of the medium, including image composting,
audio production techniques, the editing process, and
more. Original. (Intermediate)

PC Magazine
The authorized biography of Robert Pollard, indie rock
icon and founder of the music group Guided By Voices
Robert Pollard has been a staple of the indie rock
scene since the early '80s, along with his band Guided
By Voices. Pollard was a longtime grade school
teacher who toiled endlessly on his music, finding
success only after adopting a do-it-yourself approach,
relying on lo-fi home recordings for much of his and
his band's career. A prolific artist, Pollard continues to
churn out album after album, much to the acclaim of
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critics and his obsessive and devoted fans. But his
story has never been faithfully told in its entirety.
Until now. Author Matthew Cutter is a longtime friend
of Pollard and, with Pollard's blessing, he's set out to
tell the whole, true story of Guided By Voices. Closer
You Are is the first book to take an in-depth look at
the man behind it all, with interviews conducted by
the author with Pollard's friends, family, and
bandmates, along with unfettered access to Pollard
himself and his extensive archives. Robert Pollard has
had an amazing and seemingly endless career in rock
music, but he's also established himself as a
consummate artist who works on his own terms. Now
fans can at long last learn the full story behind one of
America's greatest living songwriters.

Objects in Mirror are Closer Than They
Appear
Audio Catalog
Shawntaria Franklin understands the triumphs and
trials of being a woman from raising a child to chasing
her dreams, all while she awaits her husband. She
truly believes that we still have an opportunity to rise
above any circumstances that life throws our way. Ms.
Franklin invites you to dive into her book and explore
her life story and lessons she learned on spirituality,
restoration, family, motherhood, forgiveness,
relationships, and healing. Her story is God's glory!

The Last Girl
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For Father's Day Give Your Dad the Gift of Memories
and Legacy Dad, I Want to Hear Your Story is the
place for fathers to tell their tales and create a
cherished legacy. Imagine reading this rich record of
your father's journey, who he is, and his experiences.
Imagine sitting with your children and sharing his
story and one day them sharing it with their kids.
Dad, I Want to Hear Your Story will guide your father
with questions, assisting him in sharing the stories of
his childhood, his teens, and his adult years. This will
be his tale, his triumphs, his challenges. This will be
the story of your hero. Bestselling author Jeffrey
Mason has created a guided journal that will give your
father the gift of legacy and you the gift of memories.
Buy Dad, I Want to Hear Your Story and give your
father a gift that will continue to give over the years.
"I can't wait to read what my Dad writes about his life.
There is so much I want to know." -Chris Darling "My
father has always been my hero and I want to know
as much as I can about who he is." -Cindy
Collingsworth "This gift if for my dad and me." -Steve
Syphax

Illegal Fortunes
Is This MyStory is a personal development book which
helps frustrated teenagers find their voice.
Experienced English teacher Nicole Feledy offers
readers a practical path through the wilderness of
study, social pressure, family expectations and
identity recognition. Although primarily written for
young adults, contained within the pages are
important clues for parents, teachers and anyone else
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interested in supporting students who feel confused
and directionless. Each chapter offers young people
the functional tools they require to take ownership of
their life and responsibility for their actions. These
strategies can help them become the author of their
own life, rather than being a character in someone
else's. We like to call this a Learning Rite. Readers
join characters Tania, John and Liz as they tread the
learning path. This is a 10 step quest that leads
toward greater self-awareness. Using a unique
combination of short stories, reflective questioning
and easy to follow theories, readers are shown
strategies that can help them become aware of and
accountable for their own behaviour. Therefore, Is
This My Story could be described as a lifelong learning
strategy which offers young adults the opportunity to
actively and consciously direct their own life. Is This
MyStory will encourage readers to stop believing that
someone else dictates their thoughts, feelings and
actions and instead, show them how to become
critically literate individuals who consciously direct
their own life. Too often students attend classes,
listen to teachers and recount what they have heard,
without really understanding what they are doing,
why they are doing it, or how the learning applies to
them. Is This MyStory aims to address this problem.
Readers are encouraged to take an active role in the
learning process. Author, Nicole Feledy is an English
teacher with over fifteen years classroom experience.
The strategies offered in Is This MyStory are the same
strategies she uses in the classroom. These are
strategies that work. Nicole discovered that by giving
young people a voice and teaching them skills
required to express themselves, she was also
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empowering them to take responsibility for their
actions. Like any worthwhile expedition, the greatest
rewards can be found by appreciating the journey in
its entirety. Is This MyStory is a process that works
best when taken gradually, thoughtfully and
sequentially. The Four Phases of the Is This MyStory
are: MyKEY ?The strategies offered here will help you
uncover the tools of critical literacy so you can control
your learning. MyDOOR ?The strategies offered here
will help you identify your strengths and locate your
source of internal power so can become confident,
courageous, creative and compassionate. MySTAGE
?The strategies offered here will help you gain
mastery over your thoughts and emotions so you can
achieve what you want to achieve. MyAUDIENCE ?The
strategies offered here will help you choose a mindful
direction so you can be who you want to be. Is This
MyStory is also available as a separate four part
ebook series; MyKEY: Practical Strategies to Help
Young Adults Access the Door of Lifelong Learning
MyDOOR: Practical Strategies to Help Young Adults
Discover Who They Really Are MySTAGE: Practical
Strategies to Help Young Adults Manage Their
Emotions MyAUDIENCE: Practical Strategies to Help
Young Adults Become More Aware Visit our Website to
learn more about the Is This MyStory Experience. You
can share your Story, signup for study tips or leave a
comment on our blog. www.isthismystory.com

Washington Journalism Review
What makes a champion? What does it take to be the
best in the world at your sport? Rafael Nadal has the
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answers. In his memoir, written with award-winning
journalist John Carlin, he reveals the secrets of his
game and shares the inspiring personal story behind
his success. It begins in Mallorca, where the tight-knit
Nadal family has lived for generations. Coached by his
uncle Toni from the age of four and taught humility
and respect by his parents, Nadal has managed the
uncommon feat of becoming an acclaimed global
celebrity while remaining a gracious, hardworking role
model for people in all walks of life. Now he takes us
behind the scenes, from winning the Wimbledon 2008
final-described by John McEnroe as "the greatest
game of tennis" he had ever seen-to the family
problems that brought him low in 2009 and the
numerous injuries that have threatened his career.
With candor and intelligence, Nadal brings readers on
his dramatic and triumphant journey, never losing
sight of the prize he values above all others: the unity
and love of his family. From RAFA: "During a match,
you are in a permanent battle to fight back your
everyday vulnerabilities, bottle up your human
feelings. The more bottled up they are, the greater
your chances of winning, so long as you've trained as
hard as you play and the gap in talent is not too wide
between you and your rival. The gap in talent with
Federer existed, but it was not impossibly wide. It was
narrow enough, even on his favorite surface in the
tournament he played best, for me to know that if I
silenced the doubts and fears, and exaggerated
hopes, inside my head better than he did, I could beat
him. You have to cage yourself in protective armor,
turn yourself into a bloodless warrior. It's a kind of selfhypnosis, a game you play, with deadly seriousness,
to disguise your own weaknesses from yourself, as
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well as from your rival."

My Story Is God's Glory
Do you need help telling your story? Do you have a
story inside, but you're not sure how to tell it or if it's
even worth telling? Is a tiny little voice inside telling
you to write but you're not sure you can? Do you want
to tell better, more authentic stories but you're not
sure where to start? You're not alone. The Share Your
Story workbook is your personal storytelling guide. A
professional storyteller and communications expert,
Camille knows that your story is worth telling, and
sharing. In this heartfelt book, she walks you through
a practical and simple road map to help you uncover
and write your personal stories. This book will help
you: - Discover the stories you have to tell. - Turn
your personal experiences into signature stories. Become confident writing, talking about, and sharing
your story. The book includes: - Unique writing
projects that will help you turn your personal
experiences into stories. - A method for working
through past hurts and painful subjects in a safe and
positive way. - Fun, easy writing activities and
questions to help you think about your own stories in
new, creative, and uplifting new ways. - Methods to
help you use your story in a positive way -- so you can
inspire and help others - A guide to developing your
own signature story. This is your chance to tell your
story, your way.

When We Clicked
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Mariano Rivera never dreamed of becoming a
professional athlete. He didn't grow up collecting
baseball cards, playing Little League, or cheering on
his home team at the World Series. He had never
heard of Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Joe DiMaggio, or
Mickey Mantle. One day, that all changed. From a
childhood playing pickup games in Panama to an epic
career with the New York Yankees, Mariano's rise to
greatness has been anything but ordinary. He's the
guy on the mound who doesn't hear the crowd, just
the sound of the ump calling, Strike! The teammate
you can rely on, even when the bases are loaded in
the bottom of the ninth. Whether you know him as Mo
or as the Sandman, Mariano is The Closer, and this is
his story. Full of tips for young athletes and tales from
the Yankee clubhouse, The Closer: Young Readers
Edition is an inspiring story of perseverance,
sportsmanship, and dedication that have defined the
life of a baseball legend.

Share Your Story
This book will have your kids writing whether it's a
little or a lot about very important things in their lives
for four or more years. It will grow up with them and
become valuable memorabilia. This book gives
children the opportunity to start writing about
themselves and learning how to summarize their
story. It has the same content in each of these four
books just with different covers for your child to
identify with one's self. This book is for them to add in
the blank spaces what they are doing and living.
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Pascagoula - The Closest Encounter
Storiology
To Stop a Warlord
This book guides nonfiction storytellers in the art of
creatively and strategically using sound to engage
their audience and bring stories to life. Sound is half
of film and video storytelling, and yet its importance
is often overlooked until a post-production emergency
arises. Written by two experienced creators—one a
seasoned nonfiction producer/director with a
background in music, and one a sound designer who
owns a well-regarded mix studio—this book teaches
nonfiction producers, filmmakers, and branded
content creators how to reimagine their storytelling
by improving sound workflow from field to post. In
addition to real-world examples from the authors’ own
experiences, interviews with and examples from
industry professionals across many genres of
nonfiction production are included throughout.
Written in a conversational style, the book pinpoints
practical topics and considerations like 360 video and
viewer accessibility. As such, it is a vital point of
reference for all nonfiction filmmakers, directors, and
producers, or anyone wanting to learn how to improve
their storytelling. An accompanying Companion
Website offers listening exercises, production sound
layout diagrams, templates, and other resources.
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Is This My Story?
There is a Telling
One woman's inspiring true story of an unlikely
alliance to stop the atrocities of a warlord, proving
that there is no limit to what we can do, even in the
face of unspeakable injustice and impossible odds
"This compelling and inspiring book beautifully moves
each of us to take action to help the most vulnerable
among us."--Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu Late
one night in the summer of 2010, Shannon Sedgwick
Davis, a lawyer, human rights advocate, and Texas
mom to two young boys, first met a Ugandan general
to discuss an unconventional plan to stop Joseph
Kony, a murderous warlord who'd terrorized
communities in four countries across Central and East
Africa. For twenty-five years, Kony and his Lord's
Resistance Army had killed over a hundred thousand
people, displaced millions, and abducted tens of
thousands of children, forcing them to become child
soldiers. After Sedgwick Davis met with survivors and
community leaders, aid workers and lawmakers, it
was clear that the current international systems were
failing to protect the most vulnerable. Guided by the
strength of her beliefs and convictions, Sedgwick
Davis knew she had to help other parents to have the
same right she had--to go to sleep each night
knowing that their children were safe. But Sedgwick
Davis had no roadmap for how to stop a violent
armed group. She would soon step far outside the
bounds of traditional philanthropy and activism and
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partner her human rights organization, the Bridgeway
Foundation, with a South African private military
contractor and a specialized unit within the Ugandan
army. The experience would bring her to question
everything she had previously believed about her role
as a humanitarian, about the meaning of justice, and
about the very nature of good and evil. In To Stop a
Warlord, Shannon Sedgwick Davis tells the story, for
the first time, of the unprecedented collaboration she
helped build with the aim of finally ending Joseph
Kony's war--and the unforgettable journey on an
unexpected path to peace. A powerful memoir that
reads like a thriller, this is a story that asks us just
how hard we would fight for what we believe in. 100
percent of the author's net proceeds from this book
will go to organizations seeking justice and protection
for civilians in conflict zones.

DV Filmmaking
Audio
The Closer: Young Readers Edition
We've all gotten bad news. A job lost, failing health,
loss of a loved one. How would you handle a
devastating call you never wanted to receive?
Olympian and WNBA star Swin Cash knows what it
feels like because she's been there too. She's gotten
"the call." Humble Journey: More Precious Than Gold
traces her road from the fateful call in 2008, when
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she failed to make the U.S. Olympic team a second
time, to the call in 2012. Join her on this eventful
journey through her professional and personal life and
discover why the lessons she learned are more
precious than the medal she earned.

The Closer's Survival Guide
***A Reader Views Award winner and Eric Hoffer
Award finalist*** The Dark Forest is moving and a
horde of bloodthirsty monsters is on the hunt. For the
peaceful denizens of Erla, time is running out. Two
thousand years have passed since the three clans fled
the world of humans through Eon's Door to find
sanctuary in a realm called Erla, and now a prophecy
left to them by the ancient race that created the tree
portal is coming true. A trusted sage has stolen the
portal's key and is using the awesome power that
separated the worlds to tear apart the very soul of
Nature. The key must be taken back and Eon's Door
closed--before it's too late. Hope lies with a "child of
doubt" from the world the clans left behind and the
courageous young Erlan who's been sent to find him.
Together they must retrieve the key and close Eon's
Door. It won't be easy. Abominations of beasts and
trees stand between them and their goal. Even worse,
the sage knows the prophecy and is expecting them.
"Avatar meets The Lord of the Rings." "A captivating
storyline with a lovely surprise at the endbeautiful
imagery, and a great read." Sift Book Reviews

Sound & Vision
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Based on a world-class curriculum and cutting-edge
industry practices, Stop Motion Filmmaking offers stepby-step instruction in everything from puppet making
and studio set-up to animation and filmmaking.
Reflecting exciting advancements in the medium,
animator and educator Christopher Walsh focuses
closely on digital filmmaking techniques, and offers
specific instruction for creating 3D designed and
printed puppet components as well as hand-crafted
elements. The book is enriched by exclusive online
content in the form of detailed tutorials and
examples, and by dynamic sidebars and inserts.
Further accented by interviews with leading
professionals from both the independent and major
studio worlds, Stop Motion Filmmaking is designed for
dedicated students of the art form, and provides
invaluable training for any serious artist who is driven
to bring frame-by-frame worlds to life through puppet
animation.

The Videomaker Guide to Digital Video
and DVD Production
Perhaps you've heard about the element silicon. It has
many industrial uses ranging from everyday products
to the more complex solar cells and other solid-state
devices. In this Chemistry Book for Elementary, you’ll
be learning all about silicon without the pressure of
having to match the pace of your classmates. Selfpaced learning is best because you can follow your
own path to learning.
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